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Step Back In Time
TIME TO REMINISCE
Toward the end of 1938 a

road making machine

created a lot ofinterest

when it arrived in Euroley.

Made by the British
Standard Machinery
Company the huge machine
baked a section of road, now
the Sturt Highway between
Wade’s property and Lampe’s
sandhills at “Caringal”.

After a section of the road
had been ripped up and river

sand mixed with it , the dirt
passed through the self-
propelled machine.

The down draught furnace
created a temperature of 3,000
degrees F as it baked a strip
nearly two metres wide down
the centre then a strip on each
side of that. Stacks of solid
fire wood for the huge firebox
were placed about seven
metres apart on each side of
the road. It was a slow process

as the machine only travelled
about 100 metres in eight
hours and was worked day
and night. This produced a
type of clinker and after much
watering and rolling created a
fairly good surface although
slippery after rain.

Of course it did not have to
cope with the very heavy loads
transported by huge rigs
today.

The firewood used was cut

and carted by Mr Alan
Rheinberger without the help
of a chainsaw so it must have
been a tiring job.  Alan was at
one time the proprietor of the
Roxy Cordial Works in
Charles Street Narrandera.

Some of the people
working on the machine
included Messrs Bob Revell,
Roy Castles, Tom Lawrence,
George Noble, Andy Day and
Harry Butler.

When I was young the
following families lived near
Devlin’s Bridge Road

McCracken, McRae, McD-
onald McInnes and McClure,
so that part of the

Euroley area was popul-
arly known as” Scotsman’s
Corner.  I have no idea how
Matt Dunn obtained his patch
among them.

Sadly, no members of
those families still live in

Euroley. Dances and parties
were held in various homes
over the years and the old

Yanko Weir was a popular
place for a swim or picnic,
with a kiosk doing a brisk
trade most weekends.

Bananas sold well to
Leeton folk as they could not
be bought in Leeton in those
early days.

None of these facilities are
available at the new weir.

My mother DorothyWade  came from Adelaide to live with

her uncle and aunt Mr and Mrs Tom Miners on “Dry Lake”

and taught at the one teacher school near the tennis

courts for four years.

When she married my father at the end of 1923 she took
charge of the telephone exchange and post office until retiring
to Narrandera in 1950.

My first school was at Mr and Mrs Jim Newton’s home near
the Yanco Creek with 12 students and the teacher conducting
all classes.

That school closed and later a small building of galvanised
iron and round pine timber was erected beside the tennis
courts to accommodate up to 14 students again with one
teacher.

Tennis was played regularly for many years and Scot
McClure took the players on the back of his truck for
tournaments with Gillenbah and Morundah with no casualties
on any of these trips.

Some of the young people employed in the district enlisted
and did not return after World War 2 and the school and tennis
courts have not been used since 1940.

In early days our mail arrived from Narrandera by horse
and sulky.

One day the mailman had a young English lass as a passenger
and he noticed two kangaroos coming across a paddock
toward them.

He called out rather loudly “no mail for you blokes today”
to her surprise as she did not know they could be trained to
collect the mail.

Euroley was a special area to grow up and live in and I am
grateful to all the wonderful neighbours and friends we had
there.

May I conclude by challenging scribes from other districts
to put pen to paper and tell “Argus” readers of their great areas?

ROY WADE

Long time resident of Euroley

ONE
TEACHER
SCHOOLS

The phantom lights of Euroley

Heat treatment road making machine

The history ofNarrandera

and district has produced a

plethora of stories on

bushrangers, but

surprisingly little on the

supernatural or ghost

stories.

My father, the late George
Wade of Euroley, and his
brother Colin told me of a
mystery light that would
suddenly appear in the vicinity
of the bridge over Molly’s
Lagoon in the early 1900’s.

This usually happened on
a wet or misty night.

Col described it as
appearing in the distance as
though someone was carrying
a lantern as they walked across

the paddock.
As the light seemed to get

closer it usually went out, only
to quickly re-appear from
another direction.

Several young people rode
their horses to the farm one
evening and as they chatted
the light was observed.

Intrigued by the
appearance they decided to
take their horses to see if they
could catch up with the
“ghost”.

 Just when they thought
they were closing in on the
light it vanished then re-
appeared further away.

The group vowed the light
dared them to give chase as it

bobbed up and down.
 A decision was made to

separate and approach the
light from different directions
and hopefully run it down and
solve the mystery.

One member of the group
realised he was getting close
to the light so he tethered his
horse and proceeded on foot.

When the light suddenly
seemed brighter and moving
rather quickly in his direction,
he lost interest in catching
“ghosts” and hurried back to
his horse.

He was surprised to find
the animal greatly agitated and
sweating freely.

Although teased by his

friends, when morning came
the horse was found dead in
its stable.

Col went on to say that a
rabbit trapper and his wife
had some time earlier lived
near Molly’s Lagoon.

His story was that the
trapper had sunk a well for
their drinking water but at a
later date had murdered his
wife and dropped her remains
down the well.

Unfortunately for this
fellow he fell into the well and
was drowned.

One can only wonder if
there is really any connection
between this grisly story and
“ghost” like lights.

Roy Wade graciously provided these insights into life

in the Euroley district for the Argus Step Back in

Time and his hoping others will follow suit.

Roy’s  family first settled at Euroley in 1880.
He was a Narrandera Shire Citizen of the Year in 2003

and was further honoured at the 2012 Australia Day with
the Loyal Citizen of the Shire Award, an honour he shared
with Les Wall.

Roy and his wife Mary raised five children, David,
Bruce, Shirley, Colin and Ian at ‘Dry Lake’ (now Narimba)
Euroley and on Roy’s retirement in 1974 moved into town.

He is a stalwart of the Parkside Cottage Museum and the
Narrandera Camera Club and volunteers his time to the
Narrandera Show Society, organising the photography
display and the Narrandera Regeneration Centre Super-
visory Committee among others.

The couple  have 12 grandchildren and nine great
grandchildren.

Long time Euroley resident Roy Wade with his wife Mary celebrating their 60th wedding anniversary in February 2013.


